FRIDAY FOOTBALL GAME DAY BUS ROUTES

- Football shuttle stops
  - Patron Drop-off (before game)
  - Patron Pickup (after game)
  - Patron Regular Stop
  - ADA Shuttle Stops
  - Staff Shuttle Stops
  - Williams Village Football Reroute Stops
  - Stampede

Route
- Football Patron Shuttle
- Football Staff Shuttle
- Football ADA Shuttle
- Williams Village Football Reroute
- Stampede Football Reroute

Main Campus
- Norlin Quad
- Folsom Field
- Williams Village / Bear Creek
- East Campus
- SEEC/SEEL
- Baseline Rd
- Broadway
- Colorado Ave
- 28th St
- 30th St

Football shuttle stops:
- Norlin Quad
- Folsom Field
- Williams Village / Bear Creek
- East Campus
- SEEC/SEEL
- Baseline Rd
- Broadway
- Colorado Ave
- 28th St
- 30th St